MIDWEST CONFERENCE

IMPERIALISM AND
LIBERATION IN THE 1970'S
CHICAGO FEB 12-14

THEMES: - IMPERIALISM as a system
          - the response of the LIBERATION MOVEMENTS
          - the MIDWEST'S ROLE in the Empire

SPEAKERS: Equal Ahmad, Dan McCurry, James O'Connor

WORKSHOPS: Multi-National Corporations,... Cultural Imperialism,... Role of
           Japan,... U.S. Imperialism in Africa,... Population Control,... Oil and Imperialism
           ... African Liberation Movements,... Middle East,... Women and Imperialism,...
           Tupamaros,... Puerto Rico,... Southern Asia,... Midwest Banks and Businesses...
           Universities and Land Tenure Centers,... Midwest Agricultural Complex,... Media
           and the Midwest,... GM/Ford,... People's Peace Treaty,... and lots more!

FILMS:"Battle of Algiers" "China: One-Fourth of Humanity"

MULTI-MEDIA SHOW: "History of Vietnam"

LITERATURE on Imperialism and Liberation Movements

PLACE: C.T.S.  5757 S University
       Chicago, Illinois

(312) 447-3340

CONTACT: Midwest Conference
         840 W Oakdale
         Chicago, Ill
PLACED 5757 S University Ave, Chicago

SPEAKERS

JAMES O'CONNOR: Author-Origins of Socialism in Cuba, contributor to Imperialism and Underdevelopment: A Reader, organizing the Refugee University.

EQLAL AHMAD: Forthcoming book on Revolution Reconsidered; arrested along with Philip Berrigan by the Nixon-Hoover conspiracy to repress humanity.

DAN McCURRY: Research project on Chicago area businesses in Latin America.

I WORKSHOPS: IMPERIALISM AS A SYSTEM


II WORKSHOP: THE RESPONSE BY THE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS


III WORKSHOPS: MIDWESTERN INSTITUTIONS AND IMPERIALISM


ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS SERVING AS RESOURCE PEOPLE IN THE WORKSHOPS:


Sponsoring organizations: American Committee on Africa, Committee of Concerned Asian Scholars, Chicago Area Group on Latin America, Committee of Returned Volunteers, New University Conference, Venceremos.

Free or inexpensive housing will be provided. If possible, bring a sleeping bag. For lunches, we are preparing sandwiches to be sold as cheaply as possible. Registration begins on Friday evening at 6:30 with James O'Connor giving the keynote address at 7:30. Registration fee: $1. Please notify us if you plan to attend.

NAME ........................................ NO. ATTENDING .....................

ADDRESS ..................................................